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Galleria is a complete design with the
versatility to create a vast range of
different solutions: from a linear bench
to a double corner seat, to an island
perfect for waiting, relaxation and
conviviality. And all this is developed
(EN) Tacchini’s international success
around a simple steel bar, onto which
continues. This excellence-driven
to freely attach the various simple,
contract furniture firm, offers products
geometrically-shaped elements in a range
ranging from the rediscovery of previously of materials bursting with character:
unknown pieces by great Italian masters, wood, leather, fabric and metal painted
to partnerships with key figures in
in a range of colours. Each composition
contemporary European design.
can be used on its own or in groups,
offering endless possibilities for use that
Designed by British duo Pearson Lloyd,
will blend beautifully with any space or
the Galleria seating system has won one
style.
of the most prestigious accolades in
the design world: the Interior Innovation
Created to meet the multiple needs
Award from the German Design Council, of contemporary collective spaces,
given by an international jury for the most dynamically international in style, and
innovative projects.
unmistakably British in quality, Galleria
seating system will be the star feature
of a special display during the Russian
Interior Show (May 20th—24th 2014)
in Moscow, a major event organized in
partnership with the Cologne trade fair.
Tacchini conquers the international
design arena: winner of the Interior
Innovation Award, Galleria seating
system will go on display at the Russian
Interior Show 2014.

Luke Pearson & Tom Lloyd

An important event in a rapidly-expanding
market for Tacchini: an Italian firm that is
increasingly receiving international praise
from design experts, trade members and
the public alike.

Galleria

Designed by Pearson Lloyd, 2013. Category: Modular System (Bench).
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